The aim of EWAS forum is to discuss clinical cases and share clinical experiences between EWAS members.

Clinical cases can be presented by single members while the others members are answering and proposing solutions to treat the case. There should be attached clinical pictures of patient (respecting the patient’s privacy, without the possibility to identify the patient), X Rays, CT scans, MRI or other examination useful to explain the case.

The forum is also used to announce twice a year the list of EWAS courses and meetings proposed by EWAS or to post informations of general interest by the Secretary General or the responsible of the website.

This clinical tool should not be used for personal matters. Each member can find the list of other members with their email addresses on EWAS website www.wristarthroscopy.eu in the members’ area- Directory and communicate directly with the person searched for.

To announce a single scientific event with the program and flyer, please contact the responsible of the Website, Jane Messina, in order to post it on the website (jcxmessina@gmail.com) or ask the Secretary of EWAS, Paola Valerio, to send a NO REPLY message to all Ewas Members by email (secretary@wristarthroscopy.eu).

In case your email address has changed or you do not receive the clinical cases of EWAS Forum, please contact Jane Messina (jcxmessina@gmail.com) or Jean François Pannas (the Webmaster jfpannas@esens.fr).